“If you want to splash out and experience true luxury stay at SUJÁN Rajmahal Palace.”
TRAVEL BACK TO A MORE OPULENT TIME IN JAIPUR

It’s where Naomi Campbell chose to throw a 40th birthday for this – and you can see why it caught her attention. Romantic, lovingly and breathtakingly beautiful, a visit to Jaipur, Rajasthan’s capital, will stay with you forever. Introduce yourself to the timeless architecture and enchanting palaces of the Pink City. (So called for the colour of its sandstone.) and allow its beguiling grandeur to give you a taste of life as the Indian royal.

To find out and experience this beauty, visit the Suján Taj Hotel (from £250, sujanluxury.com/the-taj). A former palace built in 1759, the Marwar for his wife, each of the hotel’s 13 rooms are decorated with traditional floral wallpaper. The breakfast room known as the ‘22 Shades of Pink’, is an explosion of vibrant colours and stunning mirrors. Private bungalows will allow you to enjoy the serenity.

Nearby is The Ganges Palace (per day £300), which has handcrafted diamante-embellished pavans moved by royal including Princess Diana, for a touch of luxury all-chrome bathroom, 24-hour room service.

Take a morning break into The Hawa Mahal National Park (500, including entry), for a glimpse of life in its natural habitat. Slide between the temples, hand-stitched tents with ornamental four-meter tents and butter ballet to enjoy the park.

Suján Luxury Hotels